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NOTES TO FACILITATOR 

PARTICIPANTS: This session is designed to include between four and eight participants, but 
can be conducted with up to ten. 

NOTES 

The session is written in the form of a checklist, with a blank at the beginning of each instruction 
for the trainer.  Blanks may be checked as each topic is addressed or each task is completed. 

 
Due to the conversational nature of this session, it is beneficial for the trainer to be someone 
with rather extensive experience with the recruitment and placement processes. 

 
The trainer should try to avoid ‘lecturing’ the participants, but instead engage them by asking 
open-ended questions and sharing personal experiences. 
 
PLANNING AND PREPARATION 

Establish available dates and times for the conference call(s), and publicize these throughout 
the Field or District. 
 
Invite specific placing volunteers to participate in the training call or open participation to anyone 
who is interested. 
 
Within your training invitation, ask participants to submit questions or concerns to you in 
advance so that you can be sure to address them during the training call. 
 

Refer to Tele-training Best Practices on the volunteer training page of my.yfu.org.  Make 
necessary arrangements with the District Office or other staff to set up the conference call, and 
publicize it with the call-in number, access code, and any other necessary information or advice. 
 
The training will be most effective if it can occur when the participants have access to their 
computers and to my.yfu.org. 
 
Email or mail a set of handouts (as .pdf files) to each participant.  This will eliminate the need for 
participants to have the Volunteer Handbook and the Volunteer Training Manual at their 
fingertips.  At least one of the handouts (#1) should be completed prior to the beginning of the 
call.  The packet should include a participant packet and:  

 YFU-made posters, news releases, church bulletin inserts, camera-ready logos… 

 A complete Host Family Application and Interview form 

 A bubble sheet  

 At least one complete student profile and Host Family letter. 

 

 

Thank you very much to Gordon Snow for contributing to the creation of this training module.
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OBJECTIVES:  By the end of this session participants will:  

• have a complete visual of their personal network drawn out; 

• know how to access their network in order to invite families to host; 

• understand how to extend an invitation and what to do with ‘yes’ and ‘no’ answers; 

• be aware of regulations related to host family recruitment and student placement; 

• know how to follow up on the ‘yes’s with the application and interview phases 

MATERIALS 

Participant Packet 

• YFU publicity materials (posters, news releases, church bulletin inserts, etc.) 

• Host Family Application  

• Host Family Interview Packet 

• 1 bubble sheet 

• 1 complete student profile and Host Family letter 

OUTLINE OF CONTENT 

I. Welcome and Tone Setting – 5 minutes 

II. Discovering Your Network – 10 minutes 

III. Extending an Invitation – 40 minutes 

IV. Student Placement – 30 minutes 

V. Wrap Up and Closure – 5 minutes 

METHOD: 

I. WELCOME AND TONE SETTING – 5 minutes 

 Welcome each participant as they enter the call and maintain a written attendance record. 

 Verify that each participant has received the Participant Packet. 

 Tell the group that as a means of introducing themselves you would like each person to 
share  

• their name 

• where they live and  

• to relate a time when they were asked to join and accepted a volunteer effort – for 
example coaching a sports team, a church choir, a parent-teacher group at school, etc.   

The facilitator should introduce him/herself first so that others have time to think of their 
introductions.  Further, the facilitator example of being asked to join something should 
describe when he/she was first asked to join YFU, whether it was by a friend, a phone call 
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from YFU or by seeing a poster at the mall.  Try not to use the word ‘recruited’ yet, but rather 
stick with ‘asked to join.’ 

II. DISCOVERING YOUR NETWORK – 10 minutes 

Background:  YFU’s experience for more than half a century has demonstrated that word-of-
mouth and personal contacts are the most effective method of finding Host Families.   

 Briefly discuss what a personal network is.  A network consists of personal contacts that 
each of us has with other people, through family, friends, co-workers, neighbors, 
organizations, etc.  It then extends to those people’s and group’s families, friends, co-
workers, neighbors, etc.  And thus, each of us is part of many networks that reach far wider 
than one might first realize, large and small, near and far. 

 Ask participants (calling on people by name) to share their networks with the group – from 
Handout #1 (completed in advance).  After the first two or three lists have been shared, ask 
others to share pieces of their networks that are more distant, but nonetheless a part of their 
network – perhaps their mother’s book group. 

 Those are great foundations, from which to start.  And now for the next 3 minutes we’re 
going to try as a group, to uncover the full extent of our networks, seeing with very little effort, 
how much further each of us can extend our set of connections.  Looking at Handout #2, is 
there anything there that you could tap into, but had forgotten about? 

 The facilitator should share information about his/her own personal network that were not 
obvious to you right away – i.e. groups or people that didn’t occur to you at first thought.  
Challenge participants to each add at least one group or person to their network right then. 

 Remind them that the internet provides an entirely new depth to each of our groups of 
connections.  In fact there are groups that are aimed solely at tapping into your friends’ 
networks, such as Facebook or Linked-In (give them names so they can go away and check 
out after session).  Are there ways that anyone could extend their networks further through 
using the internet (emailing their local Boy Scout leader and asking for others’ contact 
information, posting an announcement on the local community list serve, etc.) 

 Great, now that we each have, if not our full network laid out on paper, at least a very 
extensive one, we are going to talk about accessing these networks in ways that are 
comfortable and successful.   

III. EXTENDING AN INVITATION – 40 minutes 

 Finding host families for our international students is in essence, offering a family an 
opportunity to change their lives.  Let’s think again about the times that we shared at the 
beginning of this call, when we were each invited to do something that made a lasting impact 
on our lives.  Perhaps you’ve always thought about it in terms of being invited to join the PTA 
or invited to lead the fund raiser at your church or synagogue because somebody who knew 
you thought that your talents, skills or personality fit the role well.  Of course, in other terms, 
you were recruited to join those activities because somebody thought you were well suited 
for it.   
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 That is precisely what we do in finding host families.  By drawing on our personal networks, 
we are extending a compliment to families that we know or to those who are referred by 
someone that we know and trust.  By asking these families to join YFU as a host family, you 
are recognizing that their family possesses traits that are valued by YFU.  Traits that indicate 
they would be able to provide a good environment for an exchange student. 

 And so, inviting a family to host is just that: an invitation!  It’s a suggestion that the volunteer, 
who know best what is necessary to provide a good home life for an exchange student, 
knows enough about the family to offer them this opportunity.   

 Before we discuss the specific ways to extend an invitation to host, there are some CSIET 
standards relating to the recruitment of host families which must be followed.  As I present 
some, I would like to discuss your thoughts on why these standards have been put in place. 

• It is unacceptable to appeal to public pity or guilt or imply that a student will be denied 
participation if a host family is not found; 

• It is unacceptable to use this language:  “Urgently needed...”  “Don’t let me be homeless” 
or “This is an emergency.” 

• It is not permissible to identify a specific student by name, picture, etc., in the public 
media and state that that specific student is needing a home; 

• It is not permissible to refer to a student’s athletic ability or accomplishments, so that 
they are attractive to school coaches as potential athletic recruits. 

 Now, to get into the specific ways to ask, start by setting aside an area – a tray, folder or 
notebook – to maintain your networking notes.   

The Direct Ask 

 Personal contact is the #1 source of host families.  Begin by making a personal phone call to 
extend the invitation to host a YFU student.  Use this opportunity to  

• Plant the idea in their minds.  Tell the family that as a YFU Representative, their family 
came to mind as just the type of family who would be good at hosting.  Review Handout 
#3 to consider some talking points and add to it as a group.   

• Offer to send the family some printed copies of what’s on the internet page, including a 
Host Family Brochure, an application, the Host Family Question and Answer sheet, and 
some international student bubble sheets.   

• Close the conversation by referring the family to www.yfu-usa-org to find more 
information about hosting, specifically the Introduction to YFU and the online application, 
which would simply start the process.   

• Of course they will want to think about it and talk with their family members, so let them 
know that you would like to call back in a week to touch base again, to answer other 
questions that they might have.  You might also offer, if they prefer, to set up a time to 
come over to talk to the whole family about some of the students that are coming to the 
U.S. with YFU. 

• A week later, call the family back to see if you can set up a time to stop by and look at 
the profiles of some YFU international students. 
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• If the timing isn’t right for the family, ask if you can contact them later in the year when 
YFU is looking for arrival or interim families, which would be a shorter time commitment 
so the family can try out hosting.    

The Less Direct Ask 

 Making the ‘direct ask’ isn’t easy for everyone, but it doesn’t mean that each of us can’t 
extend an invitation in other ways.  Ask each participant on the call to think of another way to 
extend an invitation, that isn’t as direct as the phone call.  Some ideas might include -  

• Write a short article for newsletters in your school, church bulletin, homeowner’s 
association, internet pages, etc. 

• Place a public service ad in the community newspaper.  (YFU has prepared public 
service ads for print, radio and newspaper.) 

• Organize an Open House. 

• Hang posters at the library, church or synagogue, doctor’s office, etc. 

• Network in reverse by choosing a few international students to present to families.  
Learning just a little bit about a YFU student can be enough to initiate the application 
process. 

What to do with a “Yes!” 

 After the invite, if a family says ‘Yes!’ you have been successful and you can help them 
through the application process.   

• Direct them to the website to complete an online application (preferable) or a 
downloadable application.  Alternatively, if they want the office to send a hard copy 
application, that is possible too. 

• There is a link to all necessary Host Family and placement forms on the front of 
my.yfu.org.  That is also where you can find instructions on which forms must be 
completed, signed, and submitted.  

• Schedule a date and time to conduct the in-home interview.  All family members must be 
present for the interview. 

• Offer to put a student on hold for them if they have a specific student in mind.  You can 
work with your Field Director to do this. 

• Communicate the new host family information to the field director. 

• Follow up the next week to see if the family has submitted an application. 

What to do with a “No.” 

 If a family says ‘not this time’ remember these important things: 

Background: YFU’s statistics show that for every family that says “Yes, we would love to host, 
thank you for thinking of us!” there are 4 families that say “No thank you, it’s not right for us right 
now, but thanks for asking.”   

• When a family says ‘no’ to the invitation to host, remember that it is a statement that the 
idea of hosting doesn’t suit the family at the moment – it is not the right time for them.   

• Many families need time to think about the possibility of hosting.  An initial ‘no’ may not 
be forever.  It is always fair to ask a family whether they can be contacted again.   
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• And a ‘no’ is never a personal rejection of the person who has offered the opportunity.  
Rather it is a decline of the invitation, just as all invitations have people who accept and 
others who decline.   

• Never throw away your list of leads and networking notes.  Enter a potential host family’s 
information into the Host Family inquiry system so that YFU has them on record as a 
potential in the future. 

• Periodically look back over your list of names to see if there is anyone to call back.   

IV. STUDENT PLACEMENT – 30 minutes 

Special Hosting Situations 

 There are acceptable hosting situations outside of the traditional two parents and children in 
the home scenario.  Any of the special situations should be discussed with the Area 
Coordinator or Field Director.  These situations include: 

• Single person placements - placement with a single person living alone 

• a dual placement - two students hosted by one family (the students can not be from the 
same country or speak the same native language) 

• placement with an unmarried couple in a committed relationship (heterosexual or 
homosexual) 

Other special situations include a Host Family whose church attendance is more than once a 
week, remote locations or non-traditional environment, religion-based private school 
attendance. 

 Once a family has agreed to host a student and begun the application process, we have to 
place a student in their home.  And again, there are some standards that YFU must follow.  
Again, as I state them, let’s think about why these standards are in place.   

• Interview all prospective host family members in their home.  What might a volunteer be 
looking for/at during the interview? 

• Match students and Host Families on the basis of criteria appropriate to the program.  
What are these criteria and why might you not want to match a student and family based 
solely on the student’s and family’s interest in sailing?   

• Complete the placement arrangements sufficiently in advance of the student’s departure 
from home.  What are the risks of completing a placement as the student boards his/her 
flight to the U.S.? 

• Provide suitable orientation and training to the Host Family.  What repercussions might 
arise if a family isn’t properly oriented for the hosting experience?  

The Host Family Interview 

 Ask participants to pull out the Host Family Interview Packet and look at the table of contents. 

 If possible, a new volunteer should be accompanied on their first Host Family interview by a 
veteran volunteer....for real on-the-job training. 

 Advise them to review the entire packet before their first interview.  Assure them that they 
can keep the tone of the interview conversational, allowing each family member present to 
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contribute ideas.  Notes can be written right on the interview form, in the space under each 
question. 

During the interview 

• You want to make the family comfortable and ask general questions, being sure to hit 
important topics such as why they want to host, religious practices and expectations, 
discipline, family rules, family activities, smokers, etc. 

• You do not have to go question by question and write every word family members say.  
Rather, you should use the Packet as a guide.  

• Discuss things with the family that will cause them to think about the possibility of the 
student needing transportation, three meals a day, the possibility that the student and 
children may not get along, etc., and have them consider and verbalize how they might 
handle some of these situations.    

• NOTE:  The volunteer should be looking not for specific answers, but the family 
members’ ability to adapt and willingness to be flexible.  

• You will be asking the family to sign the Host Family Agreement and the Criminal 
Background Check Release.  There is a question and answer sheet about the Criminal 
Background Check in the Interview Packet, which will answer most of the family’s 
questions.  And you can always get back to the family with answers to other questions if 
you don’t know the answer at the time. 

• Students must not necessarily have their own room, but they must have their own bed.  
And if they do share a room, the interviewer must meet the person with whom they will 
be sharing.  Ask participants what might be examples of inappropriate room sharing 
scenarios (baby, small child, sibling of the opposite sex, four children to a room).  

• Let’s think about some things that might raise concerns or even “red flags”? (look at 
page 2 of the Host Family Interview Packet)  

  It is very important that you NOT promise a student to a host family until all host family 
paperwork is complete, the references are checked, and it has been verified that there will 
be a school slot for the student.  

Selecting a Student 

 Now let’s look at the full profile which was provided by the District Office.  Ask the group 
specific questions which will require them to carefully read and review the profile.  Address 
the following information, in random order: 

age, gender. 
home country, placement 
status 
Father’s occupation 
height and weight 
allergies 
brothers 
sisters 

years of English study 
smokes 
vegetarian 
description of personality 
church attendance 
activities and interests 

description of family 
groups std belongs to 
nickname 
travel outside of home country 
SLEP score 
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School Enrollment 

 Enrollment of YFU students in the local high school is essential to the completion of a 
student placement with a family.  And so a YFU representative should contact school 
personnel early in the placement cycle to determine whether the school is willing to enroll a 
YFU student.   

 Having an ‘in’ at the high school can help facilitate the enrollment of a YFU student.  Ask 
participants which of them has a relationship, contact or even just the name of someone who 
works at their local high school.  Ask them to brainstorm ways to create a relationship or 
contact. 

 Some schools have special requirements for enrolling international students such as 
numbers, nationalities, English fluency, deadlines, etc., etc.  It is important to know about 
these before recruiting a host family.   

 The School Enrollment Form, signed by a school official, is one of the documents that must 
be in the District Office before a placement can be finalized. 

V. WRAP UP AND CLOSURE – 5 minutes 

 Ask participants if they have any questions about inviting families to host or the process after 
the invitation is accepted. 

 Ask the group to take a minute to put down one planned activity on Handout #3 and then ask 
each participant (directly by name) to share with the group which invitation technique they 
are going to try first (phone call, internet posting, etc.), who they will ask, and when they are 
going to do it.  Essentially you want each participant to share their plan for their first 
recruitment effort.  Solicit as many details as possible.   


